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The Application 
Process



People 
who 

should 
worry 
more

People 
who worry 
too much 
and don’t 
need to

People who worry the right amount about the match process



Most of You: Don’t Freak Out!



but do be 

appropriately

cautious



Strolling Through the Match 
(google it)



Unmfm.pbworks.com

unmfm.pbworks.com



Other resources

1. University of Washington: “Assessing Your Competitiveness”

Note- this is from 2011 so the USMLE numbers may have slightly changed. 
https://depts.washington.edu/fammed/education/advising/apply/assessing-your-competitiveness/

2. Residency Faculty Opinions about Medical Student Advising: A National Survey

http://www.stfm.org/FamilyMedicine/Vol47Issue2/Crossman134

3. Interesting article about the match algorithm

http://fivethirtyeight.com/features/another-34000-people-are-about-to-put-their-future-in-the-hands-of-
an-algorithm/

4. “In Defense of the Personal Statement”

http://annals.org/article.aspx?articleid=1389854

5. Do’s and Don’ts of Residency Interviewing

https://www.aafp.org/dam/AAFP/documents/events/nc/handouts/nc17-res-interviewing.pdf

https://depts.washington.edu/fammed/education/advising/apply/assessing-your-competitiveness/
http://www.stfm.org/FamilyMedicine/Vol47Issue2/Crossman134
http://fivethirtyeight.com/features/another-34000-people-are-about-to-put-their-future-in-the-hands-of-an-algorithm/
http://annals.org/article.aspx?articleid=1389854
https://www.aafp.org/dam/AAFP/documents/events/nc/handouts/nc17-res-interviewing.pdf


Some of You:

Understand that your step failures, class 
failures, shelf exam failures (if visible on 
your transcript) may make you less 
competitive than an IMGs who aces tests

Get ready to look at programs in places you 
might not have considered…

Discuss with your match advisor



From “Strolling Through the Match”



Be on Top of Things
You can create/edit as much as you want July-September but you should 
be finished before 9/15 when programs can begin downloading

Have these things uploaded/done so you’ll be in the first stack of 
downloads when applications begin:

◦ personal statement

◦ CV

◦ Step scores 

◦ Programs selected

Step 2? If you don’t have step 2, + step 2 CS results when programs make 
their rank list…you will not be on it.  People with no test failures or class 
failures will likely get interviews without step 2 scores back, people with 
failures may not.



Number of Applications?
Working backwards: Interview/Rank 10-12 places. (unless 
lots of application deficiencies or couples matching)

strong candidate: submit your ERAS app ~15 places right at 
the start, if you have <10-12 interviews in a week, apply to 
more places

medium candidate: submit to ~25-30 places to start

less competitive: candidate you should submit to 50+. You 
may need to write emails to PDs asking for consideration for 
interview.  Interview at as many places as you can logistically.  
Add more places if you aren’t getting interviews.  Have step 2 
done.



What is a Strong FM Candidate?
Strong: did well on tests (>220 or so on step 1 and at least average 
on step 2 if available).  No failures of classes.  LORs say you are 
great, Dean’s letter has no red flags, you look like an FM applicant on 
paper, and your PS is well written

Medium:  >200 on steps and no failures.  Otherwise, like strong, your 
CV has less “excellence” but zero red flags. 

Less Competitive: any of these: step failure(s), class failure(s), 
decelerated for academic reasons, red flags in Dean’s letter (“Johnny 
struggled at first on the rotation, he did improve a little by the end”)

Less competitive candidates are at risk of getting screened out- the 
full application isn’t even read.



Choosing Places to Apply
Ask around. (UNM med student document?)

Strong candidates: perhaps start by looking at all the programs in places around 
where you want to live

Look at their websites

AAFP Family Medicine Residency Directory

FM Residency Explorer? (Summer 2019)

If you really want to explore: go to the AAFP Student Conference in KC (usually 
first week in August)

Less competitive applications- assume you may not get to live in a super 
“*desirable” city. Look for programs with few US MDs. Many of those get almost 
no US MD applicants but are GOOD PROGRAMS

Interview with the NM programs!

*e.g.: Portland OR, Seattle, Denver, LA, San Francisco area, etc



How Competitive Are…

YOU?

Fail a Step?

Failed anything?

Some Honors?

Leadership?

Take time off?

Good interviewer?

Good/Worrisome comments in 
Deans Letter?

Look more interested in a different 
specialty?

THE PROGRAM?

Makeup of residents*?

Location?

Their priorities & mission?

*note: don’t assume because a 
program has largely 
IMG/Caribbean grads that you are 
a shoe-in, but it can give you info.

**Also MANY PROGRAMS WITH 
IMGs ARE GREAT**  













What will get you screened out?

Failed a pre-clinical class early, then nothing 
else

Failed step 1 1x

Failed step 2 CK 1x

Failed step 1 2x

Failed step 2 CS

Failed step 2 CK or CS more than 1x

The lower on the list you go, the more likely you will be screened out (i.e. 

not have your application looked at)





When to worry you didn’t apply to 
enough places?

Different residencies offer interviews on 
different timelines

If you have few interviews ~2 weeks after 
Deans letters are released (most released Oct 
1), apply to more programs and check in with 
your advisor



Application Elements



Tips on FM CV

FM looking activities and themes

Things that show you are interested in the health of 
both individuals and communities

Research tends to be of less importance but in certain 
areas can look good

Highlight 
◦ Leadership (if you have)

◦ Volunteerism

◦ Things that show you are passionate, and passionate about FM 
or things of interest to many in FM



Should I Put That on My CV? 
A link to your well-written blog?  (That shows that you 
are an angry person and bitter towards your medical 
school)

Your passion for/dedication to online virtual 
communities?

Your love of writing Harry Potter fan fiction novels?

Your involvement with political things, advocacy, etc?

Any of the above could work (or not)…be mindful



Letters of Rec

At least one FM, hopefully 2

No trend of other specialties

If you want them to cover something specific- talk to 
them about it openly (i.e. help explain a deficiency)

Who should you ask?
◦ Hopefully you can find people that think you are great.

◦ “Do you think you’ve worked with me enough to be able to 
write me a letter of rec?” if they hesitate…beware



Personal Statement
Don’t just reiterate your CV

Have someone else read it for grammar

Have your advisor read it

Can customize for site- maybe your top 5 sites?

Be interesting but better yet be humble 

Don’t give excuses for failures or problems. Take responsibility. “I 
learned”

People will find things in there to talk about in interviews, so put 
things you might want to talk about

Definitely address glaring issues in CV/Deans letter.  Programs 
are risk averse.  This is your place to counter perceived risk.



Some Overused Themes
(…for what it’s worth)
“As 3rd year went on, I realized I liked everything”

(Are there more interesting ways to say this?)

“The dewdrops on leaves glistened as I opened the door of the 
Ecuadorian/Ugandan/Peruvian clinic ”

Don’t open with it- careful about how you come off. 

Also, what about local populations?



Sub-I Thoughts
Do you absolutely need to do one in FM?  No, but 
often makes sense to do

Availability: UNM, Santa Fe, Las Cruces

Don’t do our MCH here if you don’t like OB

You can get letters and also make a good (or bad) 
impression (residents like hard working/fun peers)

If there is a particular place you know is going to be a 
top choice: consider an away rotation

If you are particularly interested in a program, try to do 
a sub-I or rotation there



The Interview 
Process



The Interview Day/Social Events
You are feeling them out/they are feeling you out

Be nice to support staff

Show up on time

Have your q’s that you care about.  (these will change)

You probably wouldn’t be there if they didn’t think you could “do 
the job.”  Now they are trying to figure out if you will be happy, fit 
in, etc.  

Social Events: don’t overdo things.  Be friendly.  Be 
complementary, interested (even if you’re not), etc.  The residents 
are assessing if you’ll make a good teammate.



The interview: Common Q’s
Where do you think you’ll be in 5 years? Doing what?

Why are you applying here specifically?

Why FM?

What Questions do you Have for Us? 

Most places don’t put you in groups, but some do. 

(want to practice more q’s? easy to find typical residency 
interview q’s online)



After the Interview: “Follow Up 
Correspondence” (controversial)
If you like the program, consider sending the PD a 
personalized note or email

Language you can use in correspondence: “I was 
really impressed with your program” “you are one of 
my top choices” 

Telling a program you plan to rank them first: powerful-
but don’t say that if not true.   If it is true though you 
can say it if you want **but absolutely don’t have to** 
(also why do you like them?)

They can’t ask you where you are ranking them: it’s a 
match violation



Rank Decisions



Nuances of Programs…So Many
“Opposed/Unopposed” (ugh)

“Academic/Non-Academic” (ugh)

Religious/non-Religious

Private Institution vs Non 
Profit/Public

Importance of PD?

OB focus?

Community Focus vs Hospital 
Focus (may/may not not correlate 
with type of program on paper)

Closed/Open ICU…many of you 
won’t care

Hospitalists Group in the hospital?

Large/Small

Clinic Sites

Population Served

Other unique things?

What do their residents do when 
they graduate?  What do you 
want to do? 



What really matters…

Who are these people, who are their graduates, where 
is this place, what kinds of doctors do they train, what 
kinds of patients do they serve…

Many people choose between their top programs 
based on “a gut feeling” (which is fine)

Many/most programs are “fine.”  This isn’t’ the biggest 
decision in your life.



Final thoughts



Problematic Themes from Previous 
Students…
“No one told me to…”

“I didn’t realize I should have applied to all the NM programs” 
(there are 4, soon 5)

Not realizing that if you failed step 1 you probably need a passing 
step 2 score to get a good number of interviews

If you don’t have a passing step 2 and CS in ERAS by early Feb 
you WILL BE REMOVED from match lists

“I really wanted to live in ___ city and it was that or not match”

“I only want to interview at 4-5 places, I’m trying to save $$”



Questions PD’s Get Asked by 
Applicants

Things that show people have investigated 
our program (and the area if from out of 
town)

Q’s that ask about pros/cons of our 
program but in a nuanced framing 

-“projects you’re working on”

-“things you’re most proud about your 
grads”

-“what would you change if you had 
unlimited resources”

Questions that seem like ticking off boxes-
to see if we have “everything” 

Questions applicants don’t seem to care 
about (better to say you’re absorbing all 
the info, q’s may come up later)

Questions that make me concerned that 
applicants are: rigid, mean, entitled, super 
high maintenance



Conclusions….
Figure out how competitive you are

Don’t be afraid to listen to your instincts about fit

look at what the graduates are doing

Most docs in FM do outpatient only.  Even grads from very “procedural 
programs.” So a program with strong outpatient training but weaker 
inpatient training may be great training

Don’t put your eggs in one (or even 5) “baskets.”  Put them in 10-12 
ranked baskets of varying competitiveness

Programs are looking at fit/dedication to their goals and low risk

You may need to go to lesser known regions in the country

Don’t forget about us here at UNM!

Go to AAFP KC Student Conference in the summer if you can



Advising
You should have an FM match advisor who is not in our residency 
leadership group

My email: dpwaldman@salud.unm.edu

I’m willing to meet with you if you want!  (totally up to you).  I can 
tell you about how you “look on paper”

Recommendation: talk to lots of people, but be wary of specific 
advice given by people who don’t advise FM candidates much

mailto:dpwaldman@salud.unm.edu


Questions?


